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“ The Society of
Antiquaries is an
extremely interesting
and convenient venue
to host our events. Our
clients enjoy looking
at the paintings and
alwayys re
eceive
e a warm
welcome and excellent
serviice from th
he sttaff.”
Jupiter As
A set Management

…for peaceful, private and elegant
hospitality in the heart of London
Making History at Burlington House
The Society of Antiquaries of London, founded in 1707, is Britain’s oldest
heritage organisation and has been the vanguard of investigating,
collecting, recording and preserving British History.
The Society’s prestigious apartments at Burlington House offer you a
space rich in history and atmosphere, surrounded by historical objects and
paintings that have been seen in museums and galleries around the world.

Welcome to the Society of Antiquaries of London
An event at the Society of Antiquaries will add a sense of splendour and
reﬁnement to your proceedings, whether you hire the apartments for a lecture,
seminar, conference, product launch or press announcement. We can guarantee
an unforgettable experience in a unique and exclusive setting for any corporate,
charitable, or private event.
The ground ﬂoor of Burlington House can be hired exclusively for corporate events or
by room for smaller meetings.

THE CONFERENCE SUITE
Entrance Hall
The Entrance Hall’s grand interior is an ideal setting for receptions and
corporate hospitality events.
The Hall can also be used as a registration area, exhibition space, point
of sale for merchandise, or general overﬂow facility when hired in
conjunction with the Meeting Room or the Council Room.
The Entrance Hall is 70 m2 and can accommodate 60 people on its
own. However, it is usually hired as part of the Conference Suite or
in conjunction with the Council Room with a combined capacity of
approximately 100 people.

THE CONFERENCE SUITE
Meeting Room
The Meeting Room is ideal for lectures, award ceremonies and corporate
events. The walls are adorned with one of the ﬁnest collections of Tudor
royal portraiture in the world. It beneﬁts from air conditioning and natural
light, and it is situated on the ground ﬂoor with easy access for wheelchair
users. It has a digital projector with a 145-inch screen, audio transmitters
and loop facility. We can record proceedings, making the room ideal for
presentations and awards.
The Meeting Room is 110 m2 and the maximum capacity is 105 people, and
the Entrance Hall can be used to accommodate additional guests.

THE CONFERENCE SUITE
Council Room
The Council Room offers a welcoming space surrounded by an historic
library and adorned with royal portraits. It is a perfect setting for business,
breakfast or boardroom meetings; conference dining; receptions; product
launches; media events and exhibitions. The room can be used on its own,
or for serving refreshments when hired as a part of the ‘Conference Suite’
with the Meeting Room and the Entrance Hall.
The Council Room is 39 m2. It can accommodate 20 people for a sit-down
meal or meeting, and 40 people as a reception area. However, it is usually
hired as part of the Conference Suite or in conjunction with the Entrance
Hall with a capacity of approximately 100 people.

Wheeler Room
The Wheeler Room is located on the opposite side of the Burlington House
courtyard from the main Society apartments.
It is quiet and secluded—an ideal venue for small meetings and working
lunches. The Society can provide a 50-inch plasma screen for displaying
presentation media to guests.
The Wheeler Room is 38 m2 and can comfortably seat 18 people.

Library

The Library is a beautiful room consisting of a main ﬂoor and several
galleries. It is adorned with marbled columns and receives a golden ﬂood
of natural light from the courtyard. It may be used for ﬁlming and may be
considered for other events under special circumstances.

Library and Fellows’ Room

Fellows’ Room
The Fellows’ Room is intimate and secluded, with lots of natural light
from windows overlooking the courtyard. It contains stylish work areas
and a museum exhibition that highlights small objects from the Society’s
impressive collection.

Food and Catering
Refreshments and light lunches can be provided for any event to suit
your unique requirements.
Executive Fork Buffets are beautifully presented and ready to serve for
your boardroom meetings or private functions.
Elegant entertaining is guaranteed for any kind of event. Food is presented
on tastefully decorated tables. Professional waiters are available to provide
the enhanced service you will require to entertain your guests. We are
delighted to manage all the arrangements for your refreshments.

Film and Photography Set Hire
The Society’s apartments at Burlington House are used for ﬁlming on a
regular basis by television production companies such as the BBC and
Channel 4.
We are happy to accommodate a wide variety of ﬁlm and photography
projects throughout our apartments, including the Conference Suite,
Fellows’ Room, Library and other areas. We have extensive experience
in facilitating production projects on-site and supporting cast, crew,
and guests to ensure the safety of all the people, objects, and property
concerned.

ROOMS AND CAPACITIES
Location

Dimensions
(m2)

Capacity
(persons)

*Entrance Hall

70 m2

60

2

Meeting Room

110 m

Council Room
Wheeler Room

105

39 m

2

40

38 m

2

18

*The Entrance Hall is often booked as part of the Conference Suite or in conjunction with the Council Room,
with the capacity to receive approximately 100 people.

ON-SITE TECHNOLOGY
The Meeting Room has state-of-the-art presentation facilities. A mobile
50-inch plasma screen is available to broadcast the speaker and
presentation media from the Meeting Room to overﬂow guests or for
video conferencing in the Council Room.
We can supply AV support to assist with the setup, operation and removal
of equipment for your event.
We can also arrange vehicle access and limited car parking.

At Your Service
We would be delighted to discuss your
event requirements and show you around
Burlington House.
Please call the Executive Assistant for current
rates on 020 7479 7080, or send an email
to admin@sal.org.uk.
For more information and images, please
visit our website at www.sal.org.uk.

How to Find Us
The entrance to Burlington House, also home to the Royal Academy of Arts, is on the north side of
Piccadilly, halfway between Green Park and Piccadilly Circus underground stations, and directly
opposite Fortnum & Masons.
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